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This paper calls for a radical revolution in Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) grounded in the ide-
ological conviction that racism in education is structural, oppressive to all, and distinctly harming to
students, staff, and faculty of color. Deconstructing racism in the academy must be viewed as part of
the institutional identity of HSIs. This work requires a coalition with those privileged and empow-
ered by current structures and in whose name and shadow racism thrives—White people. We discuss
how White professors at HSIs must join the radical revolution to fight against racism and for a cul-
tural change outside the legalized consensus of counting Hispanics without ensuring that funding is
utilized to serve them and their communities.
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Our purpose is to fight the race, class, and gender oppression we have experienced in the univer-
sities. Further, we reject the separation of academic scholarship and community involvement. Our
research strives to bridge the gap between intellectual work and active commitment to our communi-
ties. We draw upon a tradition of political struggle. We see ourselves developing strategies for social
change—a change emanating from our communities. We declare the commitment to seek social, eco-
nomic, and political change throughout our work and collective action.—Mujeres Activas en Letras
y Cambio Social (1984)

We are two White women. We work and live at one of the more than 300 Hispanic-Serving
Institutions (HSIs) in the United States that are still, as we name them, predominantly White
institutions (PWIs). That is, although these institutions meet the HSI criterion of having a student
body that is at least 25% Latin@,1 the predominant racial and ethnic identity of the place is

1In our discourse we reject the term Hispanic and deliberately use the term Latin@ in the interest of best representing,
with imperfect language, people, genders, and ethnicities from all of Latin America. The term HSI itself veils pluralism
and complexity. HSIs are each distinct in population. We call for work and terminology that is locally informed and
relevant.
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White (Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities [HACU], 2011). These PWIs are not
serving “Hispanics,” as their HSI designation claims. We echo the outrage of the Mujeres Activas
en Letras y Cambio Social at higher education’s institutional disinterest in meaningfully and
structurally addressing oppressions. HSIs have failed to address anything more than the mere
presence of Latin@s on their campuses. We see a professional, ethical, and political imperative
to dismantle the racism and classism hidden in the unfettered practices that privilege an HSI
designation with $96 million dollars from the U.S. Department of Education along with additional
dollars from private and federal agencies without serious accountability for how those dollars
reinforce the structural inequities that hinder Latin@s in and out of higher education institutions.
We explore the role and responsibilities of White professors at HSIs. It is a discussion about the
radical revolution to rage against racism in HSIs and fight for institutional change beyond the
mere counting of brown bodies. We assert the necessity to situate our work within our residing
communities.

We cannot ignore the landscape where we live and work as White professors in departments
that house two of the largest Latin@ student populations (New Mexico State University [NMSU],
2010). It embeds us in the context of a state in which higher education institutions bear the des-
ignation of HSI as a result of being the cultural homelands of the highest percentage of Latin@s
and Spanish speakers in any state, at 47% and 43%, respectively. Our students inhabit one of
the highest poverty rates in the United States (at 24.8%), and despite being named in the top
100 universities for granting bachelor’s and master’s degrees to Latin@s, NMSU’s graduation
and retention rates for these students barely reach 30% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011). Yet NMSU,
where we work, is consistently touted as one of the nation’s premier HSIs. We view these too
often (de)contextualized HSI conditions as an insistence for radical revolution.

IT’S STRUCTURAL

HSIs are so designated only by virtue of a federal enrollment designation of at least 25% Hispanic
undergraduate full-time equivalent students (HACU, 2011). This differs profoundly in context
and purpose from historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) or tribal colleges and
universities that focus intently and deliberately on sustaining and committing to the continued
education of a people within a recognized historical context of racism and classism (Benítez,
1998). HSIs are more likely designated because of their convenient geographic proximity to
Hispanic populations, with the majority of HSIs located in California, Texas, New Mexico,
and Puerto Rico, and they seldom maintain mission-specific cultural and educational support
of Hispanics (Vigil Laden, 2009). Because HSI is simply a moniker based on a Latin@ student
body count used for public relations and privileged access to funding rather than practices con-
nected to missions and purpose, HSIs across the country continue to be PWIs inhabited by a
predominantly White professorate not charged with expressly fighting racism through their work
(Hubbard & Stage, 2009).

HBCU professors have noted that the vocational decision to teach at an HBCU involves more
than merely the position itself but values culturally rich with African American communal life
(e.g., job, family, finances, church, community involvement, proximity to relations, among others;
Lewis, 2005). These professors claim their location, their connectedness, and the necessity to fight
against the larger political and social organizations inherently tied to racism through their work
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can critically inform the professorate for radical revolution in HSIs—one that asks White profes-
sors there employed to join fights against racism and for the continuance and uplifting of a People.

This revolutionary call to HSIs is grounded in the conviction that racism in education is
structural, oppressive to all, and distinctly harming to students, staff, and faculty of color
(Flores & Garcia, 2009)—a call buttressed by the cogent arguments of many educational theorists
(Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000). Longstanding prejudicial practices and racisms in institutions
will not be undone by a rainbow of faces, a variety of bodies, or an ethnic panoply of last names
on the roster, no matter how high-ranking the title. Diversity (which really means White people
or White institutions “welcoming” or “soliciting” people of color into their midst) is at its core
a White-centered concept, not antiracist praxis. Dismantling the institutional arrangements and
hegemonic norms that reify and ensure racist educational structures is work for all justice-minded
people.

We think it remarkable that deconstructing racism in the academy is not viewed as the primary
work of all universities and colleges, but see it categorically as a fundamental charge of HSIs.
Equally problematic is that equity and justice are not understood as the work of those whom
current structures privilege and empower, in whose name and shadow racism thrives—White
people.

AN HSI COUNTERSTORY

Truth, because it is so painful, can only be taken in small portions we are told.—Zamora (1977, p. 19)

We must tell the truth about the HSI story, which makes its own case as to why a radical revo-
lution is required. Only then can we redress what the designation promises Latin@s in the United
States and yet fails to embody. Comparative U.S. data for college degrees awarded to Latin@s
in HSIs and non-HSIs offer evidence that HSIs are indeed directly responsible for increasing the
educational attainment of Hispanics (Contreras, Malcom, & Bensimon, 2008). However, HSIs
miss the opportunity to change the demographic landscape “for social justice [and] providing
equitable access to public good” (Malcom, Bensimon, & Dávila, 2010, p. 2). In some areas,
HSIs do not even serve Hispanic students as well as PWIs without the HSI designation. The
6-year graduation rate for Latin@s at 4-year public HSIs is just 31%, whereas PWIs without
the designation graduate 39% of their Latin@ students in the same timeframe (U.S. Department
of Education, 2009). HSI-aggregated graduation rates are racially and ethically disproportionate.
Latin@s at HSIs consistently do not graduate at rates as high as White students or at rates propor-
tionate to their numbers in the general student population (Malcom et al., 2010). HSIs are failing
Latin@ learners.

The HSI designation could have been driven by the idea that institutions with a high con-
centration of Latin@ students should alter their institutional practices to represent and serve
these students effectively. Few HSIs have adopted such an institutional identity (Santiago,
2006). Contreras et al. (2008) found that mission statements and documents rarely mention
that an institution is an HSI. When the designation is referenced, it is predominantly done so
in job announcements and acknowledgment of Title V monies. Although many HSIs benefit
and privilege themselves in grant acquisition and public relations profiles, this is not part of
their institutional culture addressing the structural realities of racism in which Latin@ students
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and faculty in higher education dwell (Solorzano et al., 2000). An analysis of monies awarded
through the College Cost Reduction and Access Act Hispanic-Serving Institutions Program to
increase the number of Hispanics and other low-income students in science, technology, engineer-
ing, and mathematics fields revealed that none of the projects awarded reflected an intentionally
Hispanic-serving identity or intention (Malcom et al., 2010).

A radical revolution does not begin or end in the making of a scholarly appeal, in a White
voice, for a more racially, ethnically, and politically representative professoriate. However, a
variety of studies show that students of color do better, are more likely to succeed, and learn
differently in classrooms with teachers of color; this thus makes a clear and convincing case for
multiplicity (Gándara & Contreras, 2009). We are of the mind that the moral imperative for a rep-
resentative, inclusive, and diverse legion of educators is absolute, yet we view this as a starting
point, not an end objective.

What is curious is that the exact statistical breakdown of the racial and ethnic representation of
faculty at HSIs is extremely difficult to come by. It is notably not routinely part of the HSI story
(nationally or institutionally). Even at our own institution, the quest for racial and ethnic fac-
ulty markers uncovered a nonchalant complicity in institutional colorblindness (read: unmarked
Whiteness) and a contortion of the real HSI story (NMSU HSI Working Group, 2010). The demo-
graphics are problematic. The data are not aggregated, up to date, or reliable. That said, at NMSU,
the nation’s only land-grant, research-extensive HSI, faculty are 86% White and the students 48%
Latin@, the latter figure granting us the prized status of HSI regardless of the racial and ethnic
distribution of the faculty (NMSU, 2010). NMSU is not alone in being remiss when it comes
to faculty representativeness. However imperfect the methodologies, findings from a variety of
sources indicate, as our intuition and experience plainly tell us, that the sizable majority of profes-
sors in the United States are White (U.S. Department of Education, 2009). At the national level
Hispanics represent only 4% of faculty and 3% of instruction and research assistants (HACU,
2011). A fundamental aspect of the HSI story is that these are institutions with principally White
professors, predominantly White administrators, and largely White Boards of Regents. Given the
racial and ethnic landscape of the academy it is likely to stay that way for the near and perhaps
distant future. This absolutely makes HSIs White people’s work. However, we can say from per-
sonal experience that HSIs do not acknowledge or address this reality. Do we imagine there is
no relationship between the composition of the faculty and the breakdown by race and ethnicity
for graduation rates? Do we imagine that an institution’s culture is not shaped by the racial and
ethnic locations of its faculty and administration? These questions are key to the HSI story.

CONTEXT MATTERS

An HSI need not dismantle, explore, or even recognize its racist legacy to bask in its HSI
status. It gets money, press, and special recognition for being a Hispanic-enrolling institution
without being accountable to the demographic landscape (Santiago, 2006). A radical revolution
mandate for HSIs demands that we not only foreground and account for the racial and ethnic
demographic realities of the professoriate but also mark the positionality of all faculty as either
complicit or resistant actors in the institutionally racialized and racist covenants our schools were
built upon and continue to enact. Our experiences at NMSU tell us that we are constant visible
representatives and members of an unmarked racial majority at an HSI where the unspoken and
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ignored, though obvious, truth is that students of color are being pushed out and left behind while
White students and Whiteness are being plainly privileged. The sundry demographic data points
(mentioned throughout this special issue) are overt signs of deeply rooted structural racisms that
shape the U.S. higher education enterprise and thwart the objective(s) of social justice, libera-
tion, and learning successes for students of color. Given the context in which we work, we must
examine our roles and we call on other White professors and administrators to do the same.

COALITION AS RADICAL REVOLUTION

Whether identified as alliance building (Ozawa, 1994), coalition building (Matsuda, 1991), cul-
tural work (Freire, 2005), or antiracist work (Cushing, Cabbil, Freeman, Hitchcock, & Richards,
2010)—White professors at HSIs must join with others to name, reject, and dismantle the racist
practices and structures left unmarked and unscathed by the HSI status. The HSI designation
ought to serve as a point of political coalescence from which Whites and our colleagues of color
can challenge racism and address the historical context of postsecondary education. Coalition
becomes part of a radical revolution because it recognizes that struggles against oppression will
always be more than what solitary groups can endure on their own, and, so, groups must “meet
one another” across the positions of power and privilege to fight against forces such as racism
(Reagon, 1983).

Coalition is not easy. Enlisting White people to join against racism at HSIs is asking us to
refuse our unearned privilege, to challenge the long-held standards of academic freedom allow-
ing us to individually decide the focus of our research, teaching, and service. It requires us to
concentrate on and fight oppressions inherent at HSIs that ignore our White institutional iden-
tity and imagine that counting Latin@s is the same as serving them. It is a call to engage in the
pain, the rage, the tenderness, the isolation, the dis-ease, and the unrequited love of an antiracist
praxis entrenched in a racist postcolonial structure (Brayboy, 2003). It is unjust to leave it to our
colleagues of color and immoral to leave the work undone.

We are a multitude of identities—Dana, a Jewish dyke, a sex radical anarchist with a general
equivalency diploma; Heather, a White Christian lesbian, a feminist critical radical, a mother and
a lover—and we are both situated as irreverent, loud-mouthed women. But in every room we
walk into at our HSI, we are first, foremost, and regularly, exclusively White.

This is not an easy position, for either of us. We have never been so wholly White at the
erasure of our multiple identities. Although we both have always centered our lives and our work
in the legacies of social justice and anti-ism work, we have never existed within a landscape
so singularly racialized. We are both well aware that if we were people of color, our multiple
identities would constantly be erased and we most certainly would not have had the luxury of
overlooking the particulars of this racialized landscape and our roles in it even during the hiring
process (Mazzei, 1997).

THE FINAL CALL

The creation of the HSI designation, however well intended, was a missed opportunity. It is as of
now simply a status that denotes a randomly enumerated critical mass of brown bodies that invites
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celebration simply because Latin@s are matriculated; it is not that simple. We suggest that this
manifestation feeds the racist ideology that views it remarkable that Latin@s are in college at all
and that it is therefore a revolutionary accomplishment to enroll them. The current HSI premise—
that facilitating access realizes equity, justice, or education—is an insidious deceit that helps to
shore up racist structures and institutions while serving to maintain the racial and economic status
quo. In their current iteration, HSIs are actually PWIs that incorporate brown bodies into their
possessive investment in Whiteness. We call for a reimagining of what HSI should mean and
represent. In the name of HSI we call for a radical revolution. In particular, we challenge White
professors to see their role in this justice enterprise. As the majority professoriate and, as the HSI
landscape dictates, representatives of the colonial project, our role is critical. White actions and
inactions are a critical element of any HSI’s story.
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